The purpose of this paper is to introduce a general approach for summarizing the meaning of Vietnamese paragraphs based on simple two-sentences. The studied objects are paragraphs having the common characteristics: the first sentence has one or two nouns indicating human objects; the second sentence has one or two anaphoric pronouns. We only consider two types of Vietnamese human pronouns in this research: the pronouns standing alone in the sentence; the pronouns standing with demonstrative adjective in the sentence. At the first phase, depending on the context of pronouns in the second sentence, we propose appropriate strategies to find the exact human object at the first sentence which is referred to by each pronoun. A discourse structure is also built to represent the meaning of each paragraph. At the second phase, each discourse representation will be transformed to a syntactic structure of meaning-summarizing sentence. The final phase complete the new sentence of summarization.
Introduction
In the state of the art of the field document summarization ( [7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 19, 20, 23] ), according to the type of the summary, there are two different directions in which many research groups followed and tried to create a good summary: (i) the first direction called "extractive summarization" in which the researchers applied methods and techniques in machine learning to extract the most important sentences in the original text and combined these ones to build the output paragraphs; (ii) the second direction called "abstractive summarization" in which the researchers had to propose the methods to understand and represent the semantic of the source text as well as generate the new summary. The main purpose of this article is to present our new approach in this field, follow the "abstractive summarization" direction with the combination of anaphora resolution, text understanding, meaning representation and sentence summarization. To transform the original paragraph to the complete new summary, we propose a new solution containing two main phases: (i) phase one is to understand and represent the semantic of the source text; (ii) phase two is to generate the new sentence from the representation in phase one. These two phases help for answering in general three important parts which K. S. Jones ([12, 13] ) set out for every summarization system: (a) create the first representation from the original text; (b) transform the first representation to the second representation of the summary; (c) generate the summary from the second representation.
In this article, base one the idea of T. Tran and D. T. Nguyen ( [27, 28] ), we apply the solution to Vietnamese paragraphs which compose two simple sentences. These Trung Tran and Dang Tuan Nguyen 2 two-sentences paragraphs have in common the characteristic: the first sentence has one or two nouns indicating human objects; the second sentence has one or two anaphoric human pronouns. We only consider two types of Vietnamese human pronouns in this research: type one includes pronouns standing alone in the sentence; type two includes pronouns standing with one demonstrative adjective ["ta" / "ấy" / "này"] in the sentence.
With the above characteristic, based on the ideas of T. Tran and D. T Nguyen ( [25, 27] ), at the first phase of our approach, we propose the appropriate finding strategies to determine the exact antecedent which is the noun indicating human object in the first sentence for each pronoun appearing in the second sentence. To implement these strategies, with the foundation is framework Graph Unification Logic Programming (GULP [4] ), the proposed method contains following steps:

Step one: we split the input Vietnamese paragraph into two separate sentences. Then we set a syntactic characteristic about the position of each sentence in the original text.  Step two: with each sentence from step one, we analyse the syntactic structure. In each node of the syntactic tree, we apply the method of Unificationbased Grammar (UBG [24] ) about transferring the information up and down to define the appropriate grammatical characteristics. These characteristics help for resolving the anaphoric pronouns as well as building the meaning representation of the original paragraph.  Step three: at the level of lexicons in the syntactic tree from step two, there are two actions which will be taken depending on the kind of lexicon: (a) if the lexicon is noun, verb or adjective, then we define the appropriate syntactic and semantic characteristics which will be used to find the antecedent for each pronoun and build the meaning representation of the original paragraph; (b) if the lexicon is pronoun, then we apply the algorithm using the characteristics of lexicon and larger constituents to resolve.
The result of phase one after three above steps is a meaning representation of the original paragraph. In T.
Tran and D. T Nguyen ( [25, 26, 27, 28] ) and this article, we represent the semantic of Vietnamese paragraph by a structure call Discourse Representation Structure (DRS). According to Discourse Representation Theory ( [1, 5, 6, 15] ), we have to build two ordered list in order to complete a DRS: (a) the first list called U in which we in turn put unique numbers which indicate different human objects; (b) the second list called Con in which we in turn put suitable predicates. Each predicate in list Con has one or two arguments which are the numbers in list U, indicates that this is the condition which each human object has to satisfy. At the second phase of our approach, based on the ideas in T. Tran and D. T. Nguyen ( [26, 28] ), we propose methods to transform the DRS to a complete new Vietnamese sentence called meaning-summarizing sentence. These methods are included in three following steps:
Step one: we analyse the DRS, determine the information which express the semantic: all numbers in list U, semantic predicates in list Con which are predicates express the semantic of nouns, verbs and adjectives.  Step two: with the information from step one we determine two types of relationships: the inner relationship between object and verb or adjective inside one sentence; the inter relationship between two objects or object with verb or adjective at different sentence. Depending on the relationships, we apply the algorithm to generate the syntactic structure of the new meaning-summarizing sentence.  Step three: we combine the syntactic structure from step two with the appropriate lexicons in the built set to complete the new sentence.
Although following the idea in the field natural language generation (Reiter and Dale [21, 22] ), our approach for generating new sentence has some different points in comparison with the traditional ways: (i) the input and output of the system are complete paragraph and sentence; (ii) reuse the set of lexicons of the input text to generate the output summary. With this approach, the output sentence is more natural for the native speakers. The rest of this article is classified into following sections. Section 2 describes in details groups of twosentences Vietnamese paragraphs which are considered in this research. In Section 3, we present the strategies and implementations of three steps of phase one. The methods for implementing phase two will be presented in Section 4. Next, we describe in Section 5 the experiment as well as indicate some remaining points of our approach. Finally, we conclude this paper and point out some future improvements in Section 6.
Classify two-sentences Vietnamese paragraphs
The main content of this section is to express in detail each group of pairs of simple Vietnamese sentences which are considered in this research. As mentioned in Section 1, all these groups have the similar common characteristics: there are one or two nouns in the first sentence and one or two pronouns in the second sentence. Analyzing further, we classify the considered paragraphs into four groups depending on: the number of noun in the first sentence; the number of pronouns in the second sentence; two human objects are identical or not.
Group B
In T. Tran and D. T. Nguyen ( [28] ) and this research, we consider some special paragraphs in which: the first sentence is formed by identical relationship with copula "là"; the second sentence belongs to one of the types mentioned in Section 2.1.2.
With the first sentence, the general characteristic is that there are two nouns indicating human objects are identical and connected by a copula "là". Analyze further, we categorize into four types depending on the context in which each noun is the common or proper noun. Each unique context helps us propose the appropriate finding strategy to resolve the anaphoric ambiguity.
 The proper noun takes the subject role and the common noun takes the object role of copula "là".
Example 9: "Susan là y tá." (English: Susan is a nurse.)
 The proper noun takes the object role and the common noun takes the subject role of copula "là". 
Group C
As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, the second sentence of each member in group C has the characteristic belong to one of the types which similar to group A. With the first sentence, the common considered characteristic in T. Tran and D. T. Nguyen ( [25, 26] ) and this research is: there are two nouns indicating two different human objects. These two objects are not identical and connected by a transitive verb. To determine the exact antecedent for each pronoun in the second sentence, we firstly establish a presupposition about the property of each transitive verb appearing at the first and second sentence. Based on the reality experience in using Vietnamese, we see that depending on the context in which the event happens, one transitive verb can have the property "affect" or "communication". With this presupposition, we categorize the considered paragraphs into four smaller groups:  Group D1: the pair of transitive verbs has the pair of properties "affect" -"affect". 
The general finding strategies
The proposed strategies here are commonly based on the idea: depending on the different context, use the constraints which are grammatical characteristics of nouns, transitive verbs, intransitive verbs, adjectives, pronouns and the position of each sentence.
The strategy for group A With the paragraphs in which there is only one noun indicating human object at the first sentence and only one human pronoun at the second sentence, we establish the finding strategy as follows:
 Firstly identify the position of each sentence.  Then determine the only human object at the first sentence is the antecedent for the only human pronoun at the second sentence.
The strategy for group B As the special context in which there are two identical human objects in the first sentence, we acknowledge that there is only one object is actually referred to by the only human pronoun at the second sentence. To resolve this ambiguity, we propose the finding strategy according to the reality experiences: the main object in the paragraph is often mentioned first or indicated by a proper noun. With the context in which the first sentence has one or two proper noun, the general strategy is:
 If there is only one proper noun, then we determine that this one is the antecedent of the only human pronoun at the second sentence.  If there are two proper nouns, either one can be the antecedent of the only human pronoun at the second sentence. We determine the first object which takes the subject role of copula "là".
With the context in which the first sentence does not have any proper noun, the general strategy is: we determine the antecedent is the common noun taking the subject role of copula "là".
The strategy for group C Because there are two human objects which are not identical in the first sentence but there is only one human pronoun in the second sentence, the finding strategy here is based on the type of the pronoun. According to the common using in Vietnamese, with the only one pronoun then the referred object should be the one as follows:  If the pronoun stands alone, then it refers to the human object which takes the subject role of the transitive verb in the first sentence.  If the pronoun stands with a demonstrative adjective, then it refers to the human object which takes the object role of the transitive verb in the first sentence.
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The strategy for group D Differ from group C, the second sentence of each member in group D has two human pronouns belonging to two different types. To determine the exact antecedent for each pronoun, we base on the presupposition in Section 2.4 about the property of each transitive verb. With this presupposition, we have two comments about the relationship between object and transitive verb: (i) commonly, one object does two consecutive actions which have the same properties which are "affect" or "communication"; (ii) if two transitive verbs have different properties, then commonly the object taking the subject role of the transitive verb in the first sentence is referred to by the pronoun standing alone, and the other object is referred to by the pronoun standing with a demonstrative adjective.
With two above comments, we establish the finding strategy for each smaller group as follows:
(i) The finding strategy for group D1: because both of transitive verbs have the property "affect" then according to comment (i) above, one object does both these actions. Therefore, we determine that:
 The human object taking the subject role of the transitive verb at the first sentence is the antecedent of the human pronoun standing with a demonstrative adjective.  The human object taking the object role of the transitive verb at the first sentence is the antecedent of the human pronoun standing alone.
(ii) The finding strategy for group D2: because two transitive verbs have different properties then according to comment (ii) above, these actions are performed by different objects. Therefore, we determine that:
 The human object taking the subject role of the transitive verb at the first sentence is the antecedent of the human pronoun standing alone.  The human object taking the object role of the transitive verb at the first sentence is the antecedent of the human pronoun standing with a demonstrative adjective.
(iii) The finding strategy for group D3: because two transitive verbs have different properties then according to comment (ii) above, these actions are performed by different objects. Therefore, we determine that:
(iv) The finding strategy for group D4: because both of transitive verbs have the property "communication" then according to comment (i) above, an object does both these actions. Therefore, we determine that:
Methods for implementing the strategies and creating the meaning representations
As mentioned in Section 1, we propose the methods for implementing the strategies in Section 3.1 with the foundation of framework GULP ( [4] ). These implementations is for phase one of our approach (see Section 1).
The method for implementing the step one of phase one
At the first step of phase one, we split the original paragraph into two separate sentences and set the position with value [first] or [second] for each one. The method for implementing the step two of phase one To implement the second step of phase one, we firstly analyse each sentence into smaller constituents depending As mentioned in Section 1 about applying methods of UBG ( [24] ) to transfer the information up and down in the syntactic tree, when analyze the sentence in Fig. 2 , we describe some special grammatical characteristics as follows. The variable flag_index take the value which is the unique index of the human object taking the subject role of the verb or adjective. This value will be transferred up from the description of lexicon and then set to noun phrase. This value is also set to the variable flag_arg1 which is the first argument of the verb or adjective. The next variable flag_role takes value [subject] which shows that this noun phrase and then the noun takes the subject role of the verb or adjective. The value of variable flag_position is transferred down from the description of paragraph.
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 The second structure: Sentence  Noun Phrase + "là" + Noun Phrase. Similar to the description in Fig.2 , we set the suitable value for each grammatical characteristic when describing sentence in Fig. 3 . With Pphrase, there are two descriptions for this kind of phrase depending on the characteristic of the original paragraph and finding strategy.
 With the first three groups, because the finding strategies (see Section 3.1) do not depend on the grammatical structure of Pphrase, then we have the description as in Fig. 4 . In the description in Fig. 4 , we set the suitable value for each grammatical variable as follows. The variable flag_index takes the value is the unique index of the noun taking the object role of the transitive verb. This value will be also set to the variable flag_arg2 which is the second argument of the transitive verb. The variable flag_role takes value [object] which shows that this noun phrase and then the noun takes the object role of the transitive verb. The methods for implementing the step three of phase one At step three of phase one, we firstly consider the type of lexicon and determine which action should be performed. If the lexicon is noun, verb or adjective, then we describe the grammatical characteristics with appropriate variables. If the lexicon is pronoun, then we apply the suitable algorithm to find the antecedent. In both cases, the implementation also help for building the meaning representation DRS of the source text: the unique index of each noun will be added to list U; the predicates of each lexicon will be added to list Con. With the noun indicating human object, there are two descriptions according to the finding strategies in Section 3.1.
 With the strategies in the first three groups, we focus on the constraints including: position in the paragraph; role in the relationships with verb or adjective; common or proper noun. Therefore we define the corresponding variables in the description in Fig. 7 . in group D based on framework GULP
With the intransitive verb, this type of lexicon appears in the first three groups (see Section 2). We have the same description in Fig. 9 for each member of this type because the constraints in finding strategies (see Section 3.1) do not include these grammatical characteristics. Figure 9 . Describe intransitive verb "đứng dậy" (example 6) in the first three groups based on framework GULP
With the adjective, this type of lexicon appears in the first three groups (see Section 2). We have the same description in Fig. 10 for each member of this type because the constraints in finding strategies (see Section 3.1) do not include these grammatical characteristics. With the transitive verb, we propose two descriptions depending on the different context of groups in Section 2 and finding strategies in Section 3.1.
 In Fig. 11 we describe a transitive verb in the first three groups because the constraints which are used in the finding strategies (see Section 3.1) do not depend on these grammatical characteristics.  We present in Fig. 12 With the pronouns, according to the constraints in each finding strategy, we propose the suitable algorithm and corresponding implementation for determine the antecedent.
 According to the strategy for group A (see Section 3.1), we have the algorithm and implementation to find the antecedent for the only one pronoun at the second sentence:
Algorithm 1: Determine the antecedent for the only pronoun with finding strategy in group A.
Consider DRS structure at current time;
Step  According to the strategy for group B (see Section 3.1), we have two algorithms as well as corresponding implementations. The first algorithm (Alg. 2) determine the antecedent is the proper noun at the first sentence. The second algorithm (Alg. 3) determine the antecedent is the noun taking the subject role of copula "là" at the first sentence. Determine the antecedent which is the noun taking the subject role of copula "là" for the only pronoun with finding strategy in group B.
Step 
Algorithm 4:
Determine the antecedent which is the noun taking the subject role of the transitive verb for the only pronoun standing alone with finding strategy in group C.
Step Consider DRS structure at current time;
Step An approach for summarization of two-sentences Vietnamese paragraph Algorithm 6: Determine the antecedents for pronouns with finding strategy in group D.
Step 1: After resolving the ambiguity for all the pronouns at the second sentences, the final result of phase one is a meaning representation DRS of the original paragraph. This DRS will becomes the input of phase two when we select the main predicates of list Con to generate the syntactic structure of the new meaning-summarizing sentence.
Generate Vietnamese sentence for meaning summarization of twosentences paragraph
The main content of this section is based on the ideas in T. Tran and D. T. Nguyen ( [26, 27, 28] ). We present steps in phase two of our approach from analyzing the DRS of each original text to generating the new complete Vietnamese sentence. As mentioned in Section 1, at the first steps of phase two, we analyse the output DRS from phase one and determine the main information which actually represent the main content of the source paragraph. In our approach, the main information includes: all unique numbers in list U; the predicates indicate semantic of noun, verb, and adjective. With the selected information, we can determine the inner and inter relationship in order to generate the syntactic structure of the new Vietnamese sentence.
Generate the new sentences from the representations in group A
As an example, we consider the DRS with main information in Fig. 20 To generate the syntactic structure of the new Vietnamese sentence, we propose the algorithm in Alg. 7.
Algorithm 7:
Generate the syntactic structure of new sentence for group A.
Step 1: Consider the first relationship o Put the semantic predicate of the first object into the syntactic structure. o Put the semantic predicate of the first adjective or intransitive verb into the syntactic structure.
Step 2: Consider the second relationship o Put "và" (and) into the syntactic structure.
o If the second predicate is the semantic predicate of adjective or intransitive verb: put this predicate into the syntactic structure. o If the second predicate is the identical predicate:
(i) put "là" (is) into the syntactic structure; (ii) put the semantic predicate of the second object into the syntactic structure. o If the second predicate is the semantic predicate of transitive verb:  If the first object takes the subject role: (i) put this predicate into the syntactic structure; (ii) put the semantic predicate of the second object into the syntactic structure.  If the second object takes the object role: (i) put "được" (is -passive voice) into the syntactic structure; (ii) put the second predicate into the syntactic structure; (iii) put "bởi" (by) into the syntactic structure; (iv) put the semantic predicate of the second object into the syntactic structure.
Applying Alg. 7 to the above relationships, we have the syntactic structure:
named(1) + hạnh_phúc(1) + "và" + tìm_thấy(1,2) + mỏ_vàng (2) To complete the new sentence, we in turn replace each predicate in the syntactic structure by the corresponding Vietnamese lexicon. With the above syntactic structure, we have the complete sentence:
"David hạnh phúc và tìm thấy mỏ vàng." (English: David is happy and found the gold-mine.)
Generate the new sentences from the representations in group B
As an example, we consider the DRS with main information in Fig. 21 To generate the syntactic structure of the new Vietnamese sentence, we propose the algorithm in Alg. 8.
Algorithm 8:
Generate the syntactic structure of the new sentence for group B.
Step 1: Consider the index appearing in both relationships. o Put the semantic predicate of noun which have this index into the syntactic structure. o Put "là" (is) into the syntactic structure. o Put the semantic predicate of the other noun into the syntactic structure.
(i) put "là" (is) into the syntactic structure; (ii) put the semantic predicate of the third object into the syntactic structure. o If the second predicate is the semantic predicate of transitive verb:  If the first or second object takes the subject role: (i) put this predicate into the syntactic structure; (ii) put the semantic predicate of the third object into the syntactic structure.  If the first or second object takes the object role: (i) put "được" (is -passive voice) into An approach for summarization of two-sentences Vietnamese paragraph the syntactic structure; (ii) put the second predicate into the syntactic structure; (iii) put "bởi" (by) into the syntactic structure; (iv) put the semantic predicate of the third object into the syntactic structure.
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Applying Alg. 8 to the above relationships, we have the syntactic structure:
named(1) + "là" + giám_đốc(2) + "và" + tài_năng (1) To complete the new sentence, we in turn replace each predicate in the syntactic structure by the corresponding Vietnamese lexicon. With the above syntactic structure, we have the complete sentence:
"Ông Kim là giám đốc và tài năng." (English: Mr Kim is the chief officer and talented.)
Generate the new sentences from the representations in group C
As an example, we consider the DRS with main information in Fig. 22 To generate the syntactic structure of the new Vietnamese sentence, we propose the algorithm in Alg. 9.
Algorithm 9:
Generate the syntactic structure of the new sentence for group C.
Step 1: Consider the first relationship o Put the semantic predicate of the first noun into the syntactic structure. o Put this predicate into the syntactic structure.
o Put the semantic predicate of the second noun into the syntactic structure.
Step 2: Consider the second relationship o If the second predicate is the semantic predicate of adjective or intransitive verb:  If the first noun takes the subject role: (i) put "và" (and) into the syntactic structure; (ii) put this predicate into the syntactic structure.  If the second noun takes the subject role: put this predicate into the syntactic structure. o If the second predicate is the identical predicate:
 If the first noun takes the subject role: (i) put "và" (and) into the syntactic structure; (ii) put "là" (is) into the syntactic structure; (iii) put the semantic predicate of the third noun into the syntactic structure.  If the second noun takes the subject role: (i) put "là" (is) into the syntactic structure; (ii) put the semantic predicate of the third noun into the syntactic structure. o If the second predicate is the semantic predicate of transitive verb:  If the first noun takes the subject role: (i) put "và" (and) into the syntactic structure; (ii) put this predicate into the syntactic structure; (iii) put the semantic predicate of the third noun into the syntactic structure.  If the first noun takes the object role: (i) put "và" (and) into the syntactic structure; (ii) put "được" (is -passive voice) into the syntactic structure; (iii) put the second predicate into the syntactic structure; (iv) put "bởi" (by) into the syntactic structure; (v) put the semantic predicate of the third object into the syntactic structure.  If the second noun takes the subject role: (i) put this predicate into the syntactic structure; (ii) put the semantic predicate of the third noun into the syntactic structure.  If the second noun takes the object role: (i) put "được" (is -passive voice) into the syntactic structure; (ii) put the second predicate into the syntactic structure; (iii) put "bởi" (by) into the syntactic structure; (iv) put the semantic predicate of the third object into the syntactic structure.
Applying Alg. 9 to the above relationships, we have the syntactic structure:
named(1) + biết(1,2) + named(2) + "là" + nông_dân (3) To complete the new sentence, we in turn replace each predicate in the syntactic structure by the corresponding Vietnamese lexicon. With the above syntactic structure, we have the complete sentence: To generate the syntactic structure of the new Vietnamese sentence, we propose the algorithm in Alg. 10.
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Algorithm 10:
Generate the syntactic structure of the new sentence for group D.
Step 2: Consider the second relationship o Put "và" (and) into the syntactic structure. o If the first object takes the subject role: (i) put this predicate into the syntactic structure; (ii) put the semantic predicate of the second noun into the syntactic structure. o If the first object takes the object role: (i) put "được" (is -passive voice) into the syntactic structure; (ii) put the second predicate into the syntactic structure; (iv) put "bởi" (by) into the syntactic structure; (v) put the semantic predicate of the second object into the syntactic structure.
Applying Alg. 10 to the above relationships, we have the syntactic structure:
luật_sư(1) + thảo_luận_với(1,2) + "và" + bào_chữa_cho(1,2) + bị_cáo (2) To complete the new sentence, we in turn replace each predicate in the syntactic structure by the corresponding Vietnamese lexicon. With the above syntactic structure, we have the complete sentence:
"Luật sư thảo luận với và bào chữa cho bị cáo." (English: The lawyer discusses with and defends the accused)
Experiment and Discussion
We randomly collected the paragraphs for the experiment in T. Tran and D. T. Nguyen ( [25, 26, 27, 28] ) and this research as follow: group A includes 15 paragraphs; group B includes 120 paragraphs; group C includes 18 paragraphs; group D includes 200 paragraphs. We also test these paragraphs through two phases of our approach. At the first experiment phase, the results of anaphoric pronoun disambiguation as follows:
 With group A: the system finds correctly the antecedent and create the DRS for 14 paragraphs. The successful rate is 0.933.  With group B: the system finds correctly the antecedent and create the DRS for all 120 paragraphs. The successful rate is 1.  With group C: the system finds correctly the antecedent and create the DRS for all 18 paragraphs. The successful rate is 1.
 With group D:
o Group D1: the system finds correctly the antecedent and create the DRS for 29 paragraphs in 45 paragraphs. The successful rate is 0.644. o Group D2: the system finds correctly the antecedent and create the DRS for 41 paragraphs in 47 paragraphs. The successful rate is 0.872. o Group D3: the system finds correctly the antecedent and create the DRS for 37 paragraphs in 48. The successful rate is 0.771. o Group D4: the system finds correctly the antecedent and create the DRS for 51 paragraphs in 60 paragraphs. The successful rate is 0.933.
At the second experiment phase, the system generates the new meaning-summarizing sentences with all the DRSs which are created from the first experiment phase. Consider these sentences, we see that each sentence is grammatical correct and has the content which summarizes the semantic of the original paragraph.
Further analysing, there are some shortcomings which should be overcome in the future research:
 Our finding strategies in Section 3.1 are not suitable for all forms of two-sentences Vietnamese paragraphs. This lead to another point is that the DRS may be not exactly or moreover cannot be created, and the generated sentence does not summarize the meaning of the source text.  With the algorithms for generating the syntactic structure of the new sentence, there are some generated ones are not commonly used in the reality of the native speakers.  The current approach has been applied for paragraph composing only two sentences.
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The above limitations will become the main objectives in our future researches.
Conclusion
In this paper we presented in detail two phases of our new approach for summarizing two-sentences Vietnamese paragraphs. Through three steps in phase one, we proposed the methods for performing the disambiguation resolution and representing the semantic by a discourse representation structure. This structure becomes the input of phase two, in which we proposed the methods for transforming to the syntactic structure and completing the new meaning-summarizing Vietnamese sentence.
Further analysing the experiments indicates that the new sentences satisfy the requirements about grammatical correctness and summarize the meaning of the source texts. Besides, in the future research, we still follow the current approach, establish new methods to overcome the discussed limitations.
